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Abstract
This paper analyzes network problems with congestion eﬀects from
a cooperative game theoretic perspective. It is shown that for net-
work problems with convex congestion costs, the corresponding games
have a non-empty core. If congestion costs are concave, then the cor-
responding game has not necessarily core elements, but it is derived
that, contrary to the convex congestion situation, there always exist
optimal tree networks. Extensions of these results to a class of relaxed
network problems and associated games are derived.
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11 Introduction
Generally speaking, in economic congestion situations agents use facilities
from a common pool. Typically the costs of a facility will depend on the
number of users. Within game theoretic literature the ﬁrst paper to consider
congestion eﬀects is probably Rosenthal (1973). Here congestion eﬀects are
analyzed in a strategic setting. This line of work has been continued by Mon-
derer and Shapley (1996) establishing a connection between potential games
and congestion situations. An excellent survey of the related literature can
be found in Voorneveld (1999).
Rather surprisingly, in cooperative game theoretic literature congestion
eﬀects have been considered far less explicitly. One branch of cooperative
literature especially suited by its very nature to accommodate considera-
tions regarding congestion is the literature on Operations Research Games
as surveyed by Borm, Hamers, and Hendrickx (2001). An exception is Mat-
subayashi, Umezawa, Masuda, and Nishino (2005), where hub-spoke network
systems with congestion eﬀects are studied using cooperative games.
This paper will focus on a particular extension of a standard operations
research problem: minimum cost spanning network problems where the total
costs of a speciﬁc network depend on the actual number of users of the
various parts of the network. In short, we consider congestion network
problems. E.g. the congestion of road networks ﬁts within this framework.
If more vehicles use one particular part of a road the delay on this part
increases and hence costs of using this part increases by means of congestion
eﬀects. Another example can be found in the study of telecommunication
problems. In communication networks telephones are connected to switching
centers to establish connections. The usage of connections can be limited
by capacities and costs of using these connections depend on the number of
users.
In the classical setting, without congestion, this type of problems is
known as minimum cost spanning tree problems. An important topic in
this literature, is the issue of a fair cost allocation, ﬁrstly pointed out by
Claus and Kleitman (1973). The study on the associated cooperative games
has been initiated by Bird (1976), introducing a cost allocation rule based
on the Prim-Dijkstra algorithm (Prim (1957) and Dijkstra (1959)). Other
papers dealing with the issue of cost allocation are Granot and Huberman
(1981), Feltkamp, Tijs, and Muto (1994) and Kar (2002). Branzei, Moretti,
Norde, and Tijs (2003) introduce the P-value which is based on the Kruskal
algorithm (Kruskal (1956)) and leads to a core element in the underlying
minimum cost spanning tree game. Henriet and Moulin (1996) consider a
2traﬃc-based cost allocation method in networks. In their model (a telecom-
munication network with one switching centre) costs that have to be shared
are unrelated to usage. This model could easily be extended to a congestion
network model. In Suijs (2003) a cost allocation based on the Bird rule for
a network with stochastic costs is introduced. In this model costs of a con-
nection consist of construction costs (deterministic) and maintenance costs
(stochastic). A cost structure in which there are diﬀerent types of costs (but
deterministic) like construction costs and usage costs easily ﬁts in the model
of congestion network problems and typically leads to concave costs.
The aim of this paper is to analyze congestion network problems from
a cooperative point of view by focussing not only on ﬁnding an optimal
network for a speciﬁc set of users but also on the problem of how to allocate
the associated jointly generated minimal costs in a fair way among the users.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we formally in-
troduce congestion network problems. As two speciﬁc examples the cases
with constant and linear congestion costs respectively are considered. Sec-
tion 3 analyzes convex congestion network problems and shows that the
corresponding transferable utility games have a non-empty core. Concave
congestion network problems are studied in section 4. It is seen that the
corresponding games can have an empty core, but that there always exist
optimal network structures without cycles. This is not the case for convex
congestion network problems. Section 5 considers a type of relaxed con-
gestion network problems. It is derived that the main results for both the
convex and concave non-relaxed congestion situations carry forward to this
setting. Finally section 6 contains some concluding remarks.
2 Congestion network problems and games
Formally, a congestion network problem1 is a triple T = (N;¤;(ka)a2AN¤),
where N = f1;:::;ng is a set of agents/players, ¤ is the source and N¤ :=
N [ f¤g. The set AS denotes the set of all arcs between pairs of elements
in S ½ N¤, i.e. (S;AS) denotes the complete digraph on S. For each arc
a 2 AN¤ the function ka : f0;1;:::;ng ! R+ is a nonnegative (weakly)
increasing cost function which depends on the number of users of a. We
assume that for all a 2 AN¤ it holds that ka(0) = 0. Elements of AN¤ will
be denoted by a or by (i;j), where i;j 2 N¤. The arc (i;j) denotes the
connection between i and j in the direction from i to j. The cost function
1The term congestion is used here in a broad sense: total costs are increasing in the
number of users.
3of an arc (i;j), i;j 2 N¤ is denoted by kij. A congestion network problem
is symmetric if kij = kji for all i;j 2 N¤.
Let T = (N;¤;(ka)a2AN¤) be a congestion network problem. An optimal
network can be described by f : AN¤ ! f0;:::;ng. Let F be the set
consisting of all such networks. A network f assigns to each arc a number














. For a coalition S 2 2Nnf;g the




f 2 F j outdegree(i) ¡ indegree(i) = 1 for all i 2 S;
outdegree(i) = indegree(i) = 0 for all j 2 NnS;
f(a) 2 f0;:::;jSjg; 8a 2 AN¤
ª
:









The aim of S is to construct a feasible network such that all its members
are connected to the source and total costs are minimized.
A transferable utility cost game consists of a pair (N;c), in which N =
f1;:::;ng is a set of players and c : 2N ! R is a function assigning to
each coalition S 2 2N a cost of c(S). By deﬁnition c(;) = 0. With each
congestion network problem T = (N;¤;(ka)a2AN¤) one can associate a con-
gestion network game (N;cT), such that cT(S) denotes the minimum costs




Example 2.1 Consider a congestion network problem T = (N;¤;(ka)a2AN¤),
such that cost functions are symmetric and constant. This means that for all
i;j 2 N¤ and for all m 2 f1;:::;ng it holds that kij(m) = kji(m) = kij(1)
and kij(0) = 0. So for all a 2 AN¤ and for all m 2 f1;:::;ng, ka(m) =
ka(1). It is readily veriﬁed that this congestion network problem is equivalent
to a minimum cost spanning tree problem.
Each network f induces a digraph (N¤;Af). Af consists of all arcs used
by the network f:
Af = fa 2 AN¤ j f(a) > 0g:
4Let f be an optimal network for coalition N. We can assume that the
digraph (N¤;Af) does not contain a circuit2. To see this, assume that
(N¤;Af) contains a circuit C. Change the network f in such a way that
the numbers of users of each arc of C is decreased by 1 and the number
of users of all other arcs stay the same. The resulting network is still a
feasible network for N, since C is a circuit. Because the cost functions are
increasing functions and f is an optimal network for N the costs of the
resulting network should be the same as the costs of f. This means that one
can change the network in a ﬁnite number of steps such that all circuits are
deleted and the network left is still optimal for N.
For an arbitrary arc set A the set E(A) is the set oﬀ all undirected
edges induced by A: E(A) =
©
fi;jg j (i;j) 2 A or (j;i) 2 A
ª
. We say
that the digraph (N;A) contains a cycle if the induced undirected graph ¡
N;E(A)
¢





is a tree. The following example shows that optimal
networks in a congestion network problem can contain a cycle.
Example 2.2 Consider a symmetric congestion network problem, in which
there are three players. For the arcs, the costs of one, two and three users







The optimal network of N is drawn in Figure 1.
The core of a TU-game (N;c) is given by:
Core(c) =
n






xi · c(S); 8S 2 2Nnf;g
o
:
The core of a game consists of those cost allocation vectors such that no
coalition has an incentive to split oﬀ. If cost functions are constant and
2A digraph (N
¤;A) contains a circuit if there exists a sequence  
(i1;i2);(i2;i3);:::;(ip¡1;ip)

such that i1 = ip and (im;im+1) 2 A for all






















Figure 1: Optimal network of the problem given in Example 2.2.
symmetric (see Example 2.1), then the congestion network game is a min-
imum cost spanning tree game and the core will be non-empty (cf. Bird
(1976)). This does not hold for arbitrary cost functions, which is illustrated
in the following example.
Example 2.3 Consider a congestion network problem T = (N;¤;(ka)a2AN¤),







The game (N;cT) is given by:
S 1 2 3 12 13 23 N
cT 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
For an element x 2 Core(cT) the following equations should hold:
x1 + x2 + x3 = 2
x1 + x2 · 1
x1 + x3 · 1
x2 + x3 · 1:
Adding the last three equations yields a contradiction with the ﬁrst one.
Hence Core(cT) = ;.
6A cost function ka is linear if for all m 2 f0;:::;ng ka(m) = m ¢ ka(1).
Congestion network problems with linear costs are very similar to congestion
network problems with constant costs.





, such that i0 = i, ip = ¤ and ik 6= il
for all k;l 2 f0;:::;pg. It is intuitively clear that if each player i 2 N
chooses a path Pi to the source such that the costs of this path (which equal P
a2Pi ka(1)) is minimal, the combination of these paths yields an optimal
structure for the problem corresponding to coalition N.
Consider a relaxation of the problem in which all arcs are fully public.
Now for each coalition S 2 2N one can consider the relaxed problem of
ﬁnding a network with minimal costs, connecting all players of S to the
source. Coalition S is allowed to use any arc to establish this. Hence the
set of feasible networks for S 2 2N becomes:
©
f 2 F j outdegree(i) ¡ indegree(i) = 1 for all i 2 S;
outdegree(i) ¡ indegree(i) = 0 for all j 2 NnS;
f(a) 2 f0;:::;jSjg; 8a 2 AN¤
ª
:
Denote the corresponding coalitional value by dT(S). Clearly, for each coali-
tion an optimal network in this relaxed problem is given by the combination
of the optimal paths of its members. Hence the game is additive and as-
signing to each player the costs of its optimal path will yield the unique
core element. Since cT(N) = dT(N) and cT(S) ¸ dT(S) for all S 2 2N this
allocation also yields a core element of the original congestion network game
cT.
Example 2.4 Consider the symmetric congestion network problem T with
linear cost functions of Figure 2 with N = f1;2;3g. The numbers at an arc
represent ka(1). The game cT is given by:
S 1 2 3 12 13 23 N
cT(S) 7 10 5 12 16 15 21




, for players 2 and 3 the optimal








. Each player i 2 N pays
the costs of Pi which yields the allocation vector x = (7;9;5). It can be easily



























Figure 2: Congestion network problem of Example 2.4 with linear cost func-
tions.
3 Convex congestion
In this section we examine so called convex congestion network problems
T = (N;¤;(ka)a2AN¤) in which all ka are convex. It will be shown that for a
corresponding convex congestion game there always exists a core allocation.
A cost function ka, a 2 AN¤ is convex if for all m 2 f1;:::;n ¡ 1g:
ka(m + 1) ¡ k(m) ¸ ka(m) ¡ ka(m ¡ 1):
As illustrated in Example 2.2 convex congestion network problems can have
an optimal structure containing a cycle. On the other hand all congestion
network games with convex cost functions have a non-empty core, as is
stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1 Let T = (N;¤;(ka)a2AN¤) be a convex congestion network
problem, then Core(cT) 6= ;.
To prove this theorem we will consider a speciﬁc relaxation, in which
non integer networks are allowed. A network in this relaxed problem can be
described by: f : AN¤ ! [0;n]. Let F be the set consisting of all relaxed
networks. The set of all feasible networks connecting a coalition S 2 2N to
the source is extended to:
FS =
©
f 2 F j outdegree(i) ¡ indegree(i) = 1 for all i 2 S;
outdegree(i) = indegree(i) = 0 for all j 2 NnSg: (1)
One can extend the cost functions ka, a 2 AN¤ in a piecewise linear way
8to ¯ ka : [0;n] ! R+:3





























Moreover, let the relaxed congestion network game (N;¯ cT) be deﬁned
by:
¯ cT(S) := min
f2FS
¯ k(f)
for all S 2 2Nnf;g. Note that:
¯ cT(S) · cT(S);
since for all S 2 2Nnf;g it holds that FS ½ FS and ¯ ka extends ka. The
following lemma proves that extending a congestion network problem in a
linear way does not change the values of the corresponding game.
Lemma 3.1 Let T = (N;¤;(ka)a2AN¤) be a congestion network problem.
Then ¯ cT(S) = cT(S) for all S ½ N.
Proof: Take S 2 2N. It is suﬃcient to prove that there exists a network
f¤ 2 FS such that ¯ cT(S) = ¯ k(f¤) and f¤ is integer valued. Let f 2 FS such
that ¯ cT(S) = ¯ k(f) and let f be such that for all other g 2 FS such that
¯ cT(S) = ¯ k(g) it holds that:
jfa 2 AS¤ j f(a) 62 Ngj · jfa 2 AS¤ j g(a) 62 Ngj:
This means that f is chosen within the set of all optimal networks for S
such that the number of arcs that have a non-integer f-value is minimal.
Let D be the set of arcs that have a non-integer f-value. If D = ; we
are done, since then f 2 FS. So assume D 6= ;. Because the diﬀerence
between outdegree and indegree of a node in S¤ is integer, each node is
either adjacent to no arcs of D, or to two or more. So it is possible to ﬁnd
a cycle C inside D.
3For x 2 R the lower entier function is deﬁned by: bxc = maxfy 2 Z j y · xg, similarly
the upper entier function is deﬁned by: dxe = minfy 2 Z j y ¸ xg.
9Choose one of the two orientations of C. Let C+ be the set of arcs in C
that are directed according to this orientation. Let C¡ = CnC+. Perturb
the network f in two opposite directions. First, consider the network f+,
which is obtained network f by increasing the number of users through C+





f(a) if a 2 AN¤nC,
f(a) + " if a 2 C+,
f(a) ¡ " if a 2 C¡.
Similarly, deﬁne f¡ by increasing the number of users through C¡ by " and
decreasing the number of users through C+ by ". The value of " is chosen
maximal such that the following inequalities are true for all a 2 C:
bf(a)c · f+(a) · df(a)e;
bf(a)c · f¡(a) · df(a)e:
It is left to the reader to verify that f+ and f¡ are both non-negative
and that the net indegree remains the same for all nodes. We conclude that
f+ and f¡ are feasible networks for S.
Network f is the average of the two feasible networks f+ and f¡. Be-
cause of the deﬁnition of " and the partially linearity of ¯ ka for all arcs, we
have:




¯ k(f¡) + 1
2
¯ k(f+):
Because f has minimal costs, this can only be the case if f¡ and f+ have
the same costs as f.
By deﬁnition of " there is at least one arc ˆ a such that f¡(ˆ a) or f+(ˆ a)
is integer valued, say f+(ˆ a). This gives that the number of non-integer
f+-valued arcs is strictly less than the number of integer f-valued arcs,
contradicting the assumption that f is minimal with respect to this feature.
¤
The next lemma proves that the relaxed congestion network game (N;¯ cT)
has a non-empty core if the cost functions are convex. A characterization of
games with a non-empty core is given independently by Bondareva (1963)
and Shapley (1967). This characterization uses the notion of balanced sets








1 if i 2 S;
0 if i 2 NnS:
A collection B of coalitions is a balanced collection if there exists a balanced
map ¸ such that:
B = fS 2 2Nnf;g j ¸(S) > 0g:




Bondareva (1963) and Shapley (1967) proved that a game is balanced if and
only if it has a non-empty core.
Lemma 3.2 Let T = (N;¤;(ka)a2AN¤) be a convex congestion network
problem. Then (N;¯ cT) is a balanced game.
Proof: Let ¸ be a balanced map and B the balanced collection such that:
B = fS 2 2Nnf;g j ¸(S) > 0g:
For all S 2 B take a network fS 2 FS such that ¯ cT(S) = ¯ k(fS). Deﬁne the





Let i 2 N. The diﬀerence between outdegree and indegree according to f
equals:























11In the last equality it is used that ¸ is a balanced map. Since f is also










































Note that for an arc a 2 AN¤, f(a) is a convex combination of fS(a) for
S 2 B and 0. So the above inequality follows from the convexity of the
functions and the fact that ¯ ka(0) = 0. Since f 2 FN:





proving that (N;¯ cT) is a balanced game. ¤
Theorem 3.1 is now a direct consequence of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2.
4 Concave congestion
In this section we examine so called concave congestion network problems4
T = (N;¤;(ka)a2AN¤) in which all ka are concave. A cost function ka,
a 2 AN¤ is concave if for all m 2 f1;:::;n ¡ 1g:
ka(m + 1) ¡ k(m) · ka(m) ¡ ka(m ¡ 1):
4The term of concave congestion might be somewhat misleading, but it is meant that
costs are increasing in the number of users and costs functions are concave. This means
that there are scale merits: if the number of users increases the average costs per user
decrease.
12In a convex congestion network problem the corresponding digraph of an
optimal network for the grand coalition could contain cycles. The follow-
ing theorem proves that concave congestion network problems have optimal
network which induce a tree.
Theorem 4.1 Let T = (N;¤;(ka)a2AN¤) be a concave congestion network
problem. There exists a network f 2 FN such that k(f) = cT(N) and
(N¤;Af) is a tree.
Proof: Let f 2 FN such that cT(N) = k(f), this means that f is an optimal
network for N. As we have noted before we may assume that Af does not
contain any circuits. Now suppose that Af is not a tree. Then (N¤;Af)
contains a cycle. Hence there exist two nodes i;j 2 N¤ such that there are
two disjoint paths from i to j. Deﬁne P1 as the set of arcs of the ﬁrst path




Now we perturb the network f in two diﬀerent ways. First consider the
network f1, which is obtained from f by increasing the number of users





f(a) if a 2 AN¤n(P1 [ P2),
f(a) + " if a 2 P1,
f(a) ¡ " if a 2 P2.
Note that by the deﬁnition of ", f1 is nonnegative and integer-valued. The
diﬀerence between indegree and outdegree does not change for a node. It
follows that f1 2 FN. Similarly f2 2 FN arises from f by decreasing the
number of users through P1 by " and increasing the number of users through





f(a) if a 2 AN¤n(P1 [ P2),
f(a) ¡ " if a 2 P1,
f(a) + " if a 2 P2.
13Because f is an optimal network it holds that:























ka(f(a) + ") ¡ ka(f(a))
¢
= k(f) ¡ k(f2)
· 0:
The second inequality follows from the concavity of the functions ka . We
can conclude that the costs of the networks f, f1 and f2 are all the same.
This means that f1 and f2 are both optimal networks for N.
By the deﬁnition of " in either f1 and f2 the number of users of at least
one arc in Af becomes zero. Assume without loss of generality that this is
f1. Then jAf1
j < jAfj. If f1 is a tree, then the proof is ﬁnished. If not there
is again a cycle in f1 and we can repeat the above reasoning. Note that
this process will end in a ﬁnite number of steps, because the number of arcs
with a positive number of users is decreased by at least one in each step.
Hence we will ﬁnd a network ˆ f 2 FN such that k( ˆ f) = k(f) and (N¤;A
ˆ f)
is a tree. ¤
In the following example it is illustrated that a congestion network problem
with concave cost functions need not to be balanced.
Example 4.1 Consider a symmetric congestion network problem with 6
players. Assume that the cost function of arcs which are not drawn in Figure
3, are too expensive to use in any optimal network. The cost functions for
arcs towards the source equal:
ki¤ = (10;20;20;20;20;20); i 2 f1;2;3g:
For all other edges drawn in Figure 3, the cost function is linear with coef-
ﬁcient 10: ka(m) = 10m, m 2 f0;1;:::;6g. The value of a coalition can be
easily calculated by using Theorem 4.1 and just checking all trees connecting
S to the source. This yields that cT(f1245g) = cT(f2346g) = cT(f1356g) =
50 and cT(N) = 80. The collection B = ff1245g;f1356g;f2346gg is a bal-
anced collection with ¸(S) = 1




cT (f1245g) + cT (f1356g) + cT (f2346g)
¢
· cT (N);















































Figure 3: Sketch of the situation of Example 4.1.
5 Relaxed congestion network games
A speciﬁc type of relaxed congestion network games (using a piecewise linear
extension) has been used to prove that convex congestion network games are
balanced. The main feature of a relaxed congestion network problem is that
the feasible networks need not to be integer valued. Relaxed congestion
network problems can be the appropriate model if e.g. it is possible that
nodes use diﬀerent connections to the source for certain periods of time (as
e.g. in computer networks). This feature can be easily modelled by dropping
the restriction that networks should be integer valued.
In this section we extend the results for convex and concave conges-
tion network problems earlier developed to the relaxed congestion network
problems.
A relaxed congestion network problem is given by T = (N;¤;(ka)a2AN¤)
in which ka : [0;n] ! R+ is a (weakly) increasing cost function for all
a 2 AN¤. The corresponding relaxed congestion network game is denoted
by (N;cT ). The set of all networks is denoted by F. For S 2 2N all feasible
networks are denoted by FS (see formula (1)).
A relaxed congestion network problem is convex if all functions ka are
convex. Similarly a relaxed congestion network problem is concave if all
functions ka are concave.
If a relaxed congestion network problem T = (N;¤;(ka)a2AN¤) is given,
one can easily ﬁnd a related congestion network problem by restricting the
function ka to the domain f0;:::;ng. The congestion network problem
achieved in this way will be denoted by T(T ). In the following example it is
shown that a relaxed congestion network game can diﬀer from a congestion
15network game with the restricted cost functions.
Example 5.1 Consider a symmetric two person congestion network prob-
lem as depicted in the ﬁrst graph of Figure 4, with player set N = f1;2g.
The cost functions are given by: k¤1(x) = 2x2, k¤2(x) = 3x and k12(x) = 0,
x 2 [0;2]. Note that cost functions are convex in this example. The op-
timal networks of the relaxed problem and the non-relaxed problem can be
found in the second and third picture of Figure 4. It can be calculated that
cT (N) = 41
























































Figure 4: A two person congestion network problem.
Convex congestion network games are balanced games, this result is also
true for relaxed convex congestion network games.
Theorem 5.1 Let T = (N;¤;(ka)a2AN¤) be a relaxed convex congestion
network problem. Then Core(cT ) 6= ;.
The proof follows the proof of Lemma 3.2, since the latter does not use the
assumption of piecewise linearity of cost functions. Only convexity has been
used.
Concave congestion network problems always have an optimal network
for N which induces a tree. This remains true for relaxed concave congestion
network problems.
Theorem 5.2 Let T = (N;¤;(ka)a2AN¤) be a relaxed concave congestion
network problem. Then there is at least one network f 2 FN such that
¯ k(f) = cT (N) and (N¤;Af) is a tree.
The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1 and is there-
fore omitted. As a result of Theorem 5.2 it can be proved that restricting a
concave cost function does not change the corresponding congestion network
game.
16Corollary 5.1 Let T = (N;¤;(ka)a2AN¤) be a relaxed concave congestion
network problem. Then cT (S) = cT(T )(S) for all S 2 2N.
Proof: Let S 2 2N. Clearly Theorem 5.2 implies that there exists a
network fS 2 FS such that cT (S) = k(fS) and (S¤;AfS
) is a tree. This
implies that fS 2 FS. Thus it holds that:
cT(T )(S) ¸ k(fS)
= cT (S):
Since it always holds that cT(T )(S) · cT (S) it follows that cT(T )(S) = cT (S).
¤
6 Concluding remarks
In this paper we considered congestion network problems and related games.
Costs of using arcs depend on the number of users of these arcs, which is
a natural assumption. In case of convex cost functions the corresponding
games have a non-empty core. Rather surprisingly, if cost functions are
concave (which means that there are merits of scale), the underlying game
can have an empty core. It turned out that there is always an optimal tree
network in the case of concave cost functions.
Throughout the paper it is implicitly assumed that the demand of each
node/player equals one. The model can be extended to a model in which
each node has its own demand, not necessarily equal to one. In this setting
a player may use several paths to the source to obtain his required demand.
Extending the model in this way generates a broader set of problems to
which the model applies. For example in ﬂow situations it is natural that
each node has its own demand. This extended model can be described by
the tuple (N;¤;(di)i2N;(ka)a2AN¤), where di 2 R+ denotes the demand of




f 2 ˜ F j outdegree(i) ¡ indegree(i) = di for all i 2 S;
outdegree(i) = indegree(i) = 0 for all j 2 NnS;
f(a) ¸ 0; 8a 2 AN¤
ª
;
where ˜ F denotes the set of all networks. With some modiﬁcations with
respect to the notations and the deﬁnitions (especially the deﬁnition of a
feasible network which is given above) the analysis and results in this paper
17will carry through to this setting. To maintain the direct connection to the
literature on minimum cost spanning tree problems, we have chosen not to
present our results in such a general framework.
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